Retail Spotlight

Martin’s Celebrates Old-Time Values
the Martin family maintains a museum
BY RAY KEENER
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So what’s the secret of the Martin
the 15,000-square-foot store has been
awarded eight Reader’s Choice awards family’s success? “It’s pretty simple,”
from the Lancaster newspaper’s read- concluded Glen. “We have the best
selection in the area, we have a lot of
ers.
Along with selling bikes from Giant long-term relationships, and we have
and Raleigh, an occasional high-end good prices because we pass the volroad bike and vintage Schwinn parts, ume savings on to our customers.”
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SmartEtailing, MapMyFitness
Add New Content to IBD Sites
VENTURA, CA—SmartEtailing.com
has partnered with MapMyFitness to
bring cutting-edge fitness applications
to its clients’ Web sites.
The joint venture gives retailers with
SmartEtailing-powered Web sites the
opportunity to offer a unique array of
tools to their customers. MapMyFitness offers users a mapping application,
community-based fitness content, a
searchable database of training routes,
an online training log, global event listings and fitness calculators.
“We know how challenging it can be
to get into cycling and, for some time
we’ve looked for an easy-to-use, fully
featured utility for our clients that helps
people find the best rides, log their
miles, meet other riders and essentially
hooks them on our great sport. We’re
delighted to partner with MapMyFitness, a company that can offer all our
customers all those features,” said Mark
Graff, SmartEtailing’s co-founder.
Graff said SmartEtailing began talking with MapMyFitness at Interbike last
year. The company added a version of
the MapMyFitness software to its library

as a preliminary step. Graff estimated
that several hundred retail clients have
picked up the application at this point.
Graff said the new integrated partnership would involve working with
MapMyFitness to develop some custom
applications tailored for retailers.
Applications that MapMyFitness
provides to SmartEtailing client sites
will be free of advertising, which could
compete with the brands carried by any
given store.
Widgets under development include
tabs that could be customized with favorite local rides based on the store zip
code and a smart phone application that
will push out store coupons based on
the user’s ride route.
“These retailers and their customers
are the type of active individuals that we
believe will get the most out of our services,” said Robin Thurston, MapMyFitness chief executive officer.
MapMyFitness applications are available for no additional charge to the majority of SmartEtailing clients who have
access to its content libraries. —Megan
Tompkins
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